3D Modelling
The ﬁrst step in modelling process has been the processing of
laser data, in order to achieve a correct registration of scans
and produce a triangulated surface model of the elements of
the ceiling.
Further investigations have been performed on texturing and
visualization of laser data, for icoming applications on virtual
navigation and inspection of the digital model.
In order to contribute to the structural analysis of the ceiling
the visible areas of the extrados have been surveyed; surveying
has been performed with traditional methods, since it was not
possible to place any laser scanning or topographic device in
the hollow space between the ceiling and the roof.
The extrados of the ceiling shows the complexity of the bearing structure, made of ﬂat wooden panels which arise from
the boarding walls to the longitudinal middle axe of the nave;
there, they meet the symmetric structure coming from the opposite wall and so the whole structure is self-carried through
the mutual thrust of the two halves.
The bearing structure is arranged allowing to a module that is
repeated to form the whole ceiling. That’s why surveying has
been limited to the detection of a single module. The holes between the bearing panels are ﬁlled with thin wooden elements
linked to the bearing panels and to each other.
The surveyed elements of the extrados have then been referred
to the laser data of the intrados, in order to produce a structural
model of the ceiling according to his actual morphology.
The only critical area in the process of digital reconstruction is
the lower part of the ceiling; it was not possible to survey the
bearing elements from the extrados since they were hidden by
the upper structure. The bearing structure of this area has therefore been reconstructed making conjectures on the basis of the
geometry of the intrados.

Laser data: Surface extraction and Texturing process. Comparison between the surface model of the intrados and the structure of the extrados

3D model of the bearing structure showing the assemblage of the wooden panels and the growing sequence

Relationships between basic geometry, mechanical and
damage behaviours
Complex wooden carpentries, as that of muqarnas ceiling
in the Palatina Chapel of Palermo induce technicians and
scientists to have a relationship with interesting study-cases,
in which the aspect connected merely to basic geometries and
volumes, indissolubly integrate themselves with the adopted
materials (above all, wood and iron); for the examined case
we refer to the intrados and extrados surfaces, strongly plastic,
corrugated and modelled.
Geometric analysis is strictly linked to constructive analysis of
elements on a vast scale in order to investigate the realization
of principal and secondary bearing structure and of ﬁnishing
and completing parts, useful to the intrados continuity.
Constructive elements are integrated by detailed elements,
such as little wooden rods, joists, tablets and slats, used to
model the muqarnas alveoluses, the barrel vaults, the segmental
domes or the vaults having a mixtilinear proﬁle.
Speciﬁc constructive technologies have been used: connection
systems through nails and strips, permeation of structural
elements resulting very important and resolutive for a wooden
carpentry so articulated; such connection systems have to
be extremely accurate and reliable, since these punctual
constraints are “sensible” points of efﬁcacy and/or structural
frailty.

Such “scenic machine”, spectacular for its pictorial impact
and planned for resulting “self-carried”, is above all a
structural system at risk (for its staggers of planes, projecting
and re-entrant parts) and also “heavy”, for its overhanging
and “suspended” elements, like the pyramidal stalactites in
correspondence of central portion.
The complex volumetry of each single part makes signiﬁcative
the study of the whole carpentry, not only in the constitutive
geometries, repeated to constitute modular unities, but - above
all - if collected data will be related and read in parallel to the
mechanical behaviour of structure in time: disconnections and
disarrangements, happened during the centuries, induct –in
fact –to the introduction of carrying and protection systems.
Such systems suggest to the scrupulous and respectful project
of restoration, and structural rehabilitation, the better verify
of correct functioning of related structural systems (ceiling/
support structure); moreover, we shouldn’t underestimate as
often the overhanging structures could reﬂect the effects of
their failures on the underlying ones, and from these conditions
derives the useful verify of deformations and decay of nave
attic rooﬁng (relationships among ceiling/support structure/
attic ﬂoor).
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